“Someone has cut the end of this case with a fine hacksaw “is the usual comment when this cartridge is
encountered.
Well, it isn’t someone. It is a factory job and they are not very common today. A glance at the
photograph will show you why the instinct to call it an afterthought. You have an empty case with two
fine cuts in the neck and it is primed. What it is of course is the cartridge supplied with a booby trap
switch. This switch is known as the “Murray switch” but is more correctly know as the “switch booby
trap (Murray) Mk I” and it was supplied in a greaseboard box along with two cartridges and a set of
instructions. The first cartridge was a standard .303 blank which was provided so that testing of your
booby trap set up and the switch could be carried out before doing it for real. The second was the
cartridge shown in the photograph.
This item was supplied empty and the cuts in the neck enabled a piece of fuze instantaneous (FI) to be
inserted and crimped in place up against the primer holes in the bottom of the case. FI burns at
approximately 27metres per second thus giving the victim very little time in which to react to his
mistake. Alternatively a detonator could be inserted in the case, this detonator being connected directly
to a demolition charge. Functioning of the booby trap switch causes the switch to fire the primer in the
case which in turn ignites the FI or functions the detonator either of which are normally connected to a
high explosive device or charge sufficient to cause casualties near the booby trap when it functions.
The instructions supplied with the switch were very specific about testing the set up prior to attaching
high explosives to the system. The instructions reflect the attitudes of the time in that they recommend
that a normal .303 ball case could be pulled apart and used in place of the pre-prepared case. I believe
this is what eventually happened in that the specially prepared cartridge was discontinued and troops
simply followed the recommendations.
The cases supplied were normally ball versions although cases without headstamps have been seen
which would seem to indicate that some cases were purpose made for the switch. Either that or they
used reject cases.

The switch as supplied in the packet along with
a .303 blank and a booby trap cartridge.

The diagrammatic portion of the
instruction sheet supplied with the
switch.

A rare packet of the capped cases as
supplied for the switch.

The greaseboard box containing the switch, the instruction
sheet, a blank cartridge and a capped case.

The written instructions
as supplied with the
switch.

